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TrisTan Weddigen

Augustus III, Catholic Convert

Augustus III (1696–1763)—son of Augustus the Strong (1670–1733), and both elec-

tor of Protestant Saxony and king of Catholic Poland from 1733—shared his father’s 

love of Italy from an early age.1 In 1712, the sixteen-year-old was sent off, incognito, 

on a grand tour through Italy in order to remove him from the Lutheran influence 

of his mother, Christiane Eberhardine von Brandenburg-Bayreuth. During his stay 

in Bologna, the prince secretly converted to Catholicism, in accordance with his 

father’s wishes and the pope’s reconfessionalization policy, thereby fulfilling a pre-

condition for his later election as king of Poland.

What the prince saw in northern Italy made a lasting impression and shaped 

his tastes in art. He traveled to Venice two more times, where he acquired, among 

other works of art, fifty pastels by Rosalba Carriera; these would later form the core 

of his pastels cabinet.2 During his reign, Augustus III strove to transform Dresden’s 

urban appearance and the court’s pageantry, fine arts, and music into those of an 

Italian city, indeed, to turn Dresden into Venice’s heir. The times were conducive 

to Augustus’s Italianization of Dresden: as his art agent Francesco Algarotti com-

plained, Italy’s culture, and particularly the Serenissima’s, were in decline, and their 

cultural treasures, artists, and scholars were migrating to the courts and metropo-

lises of northern Europe.3

Saxonia nova Italia

Algarotti was full of praise for the small colony of Italian intellectuals and artists 

that Augustus had established at the Dresden court.4 Among them were physi-

cian and antiquarian Giovanni Lodovico Bianconi, Jesuit priest Ignazio Guarini, 

poet Stefano Benedetto Pallavicini, architect Gaetano Chiaveri, sculptor Lorenzo 

Mattielli, set designer Giuseppe Galli Bibiena, painters Bernardo Bellotto, Giovanni 

Battista Casanova, Johann Baptist Grone, Gregorio Guglielmi, Lorenzo Rossi, Pietro 

Rotari, and Stefano Torelli, as well as singers and musicians of the opera.5

In turn, painters such as Christian Wilhelm Ernst Dietrich and Anton Raphael 

Mengs were sent off to Italy in order to familiarize themselves with ancient and 

Renaissance art.6 A tight network of diplomats and art agents was at the services 

of the Saxon court in Italy, especially in Venice and Bologna, thus fostering the 

importation of goods and ideas from the Italian peninsula to Saxony.7 Rather than 

a neo-Renaissance ”Florence on the Elbe” or a ”German Florence,“ as Johann 
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Gottfried Herder later called it, Augustan Dresden was first meant to become a new 

baroque Venice.8

A Taste for Italy

But how ”Italian” was the Dresden picture gallery? By 1747, Italian sixteenth-century  

and seventeenth-century paintings were literally at the core of Augustus III’s 

gallery, which were exhibited in an inner gallery (fig. 1) and separated from the 
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other schools of painting. Moreover, the inner gallery was supervised by the north 

Italian inspector, dealer, and restorer Pietro Maria Guarienti.9 Unsystematic cisal-

pine art collections, however, were probably less of a model for the Dresden court 

than were the northern European galleries, such as the ones at Düsseldorf, Kassel, 

Salzdahlum, Versailles, and Vienna, which offered painting collections to rival that 

of the Medici.10

Because the canonicity of Italian Renaissance and baroque art was internation-

ally established, the focal point of the Dresden collection could not be seen as suf-

ficient evidence for claiming that Augustus III had a specifically Italian taste. The 

italianità of the royal gallery leads to a more general question involving the cultural 

transfer from north to south and its ideological implications. What was the relation 

between the collection and the Catholic faith of the king and his court? And to what 

extent were the Counter-Reformation characteristics of the Italian art discourse 

at the basis of Augustus’s understanding of art? Recent art historical research has 

examined museums as public culture institutions and, from a critical point of view, 

as visual constructions of history, science, gender, and nation; however, the religious 

aspect, which does not seem to fit in with the original myth of the museum as bour-

geois temple of education, has not yet been sufficiently explored.

The Dresden Hofkirche as Private Propaganda

Augustus III is considered an enlightened Jesuit Catholic who pleaded for mutual 

tolerance vis-à-vis the Protestant subjects of his electorate, which was a strong-

hold of the Reformation.11 The basis of his confession policy was the decree of 

Religionsversicherung, renewed in 1734, which defined the ruler’s faith as a private 

affair. Augustus’s interest in political and religious matters might have appeared 

minor from the outside: as Johann Joachim Winckelmann noted in 1749, “hunting 

and paintings are the king’s greatest passions.”12 However, Augustus’s power as a 

Saxon landlord depended on the ruling Protestant estates, which it was important 

not to provoke, as the public practice of Catholic rites was forbidden and the people 

were hostile to Catholic attempts of conversion.

Nevertheless, one of Augustus III’s few visible expressions of faith was his most 

ambitious urban construction project, the Hofkirche Sanctis Trinitatis (Catholic 

Church of the royal court of Saxony) (fig. 2), which illustrates the confession issue in 

all its complexity.13 The sacred functions of the new building on the premises of the 

royal castle were reserved for the king, courtiers, foreigners, and converts, and were 

originally kept secret: the 1738 royal construction order mentioned only “a certain 

building to be constructed at the royal residence of Dresden.”14 However, the build-

ing and its ornaments were unmistakable. The inside of the imposing church, which 

was a court chapel in name only, was the site of magnificent services accompanied 

by music; the building’s exterior clearly echoed Rome’s baroque sacred architecture, 

for instance Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s colonnade of Saint Peter’s Basilica. Seventy-

eight colossal statues, created under Mattielli’s supervision, symbolized the eccle-

sia militans reconverting the people of Saxony with the help of Wettin, Habsburg, 

Polish, Saxon, and Jesuit saints as well as the royal couple’s personal saintly patrons.15

Fig. 1.

michael Keyl (1722–98) after 

Johann Christoph Knöffel 

(1686–1752)

Ground Plan of the Royal Gallery 

in Dresden [circa 1747, showing 

the outer gallery (“a”) and inner 

gallery (“B”)] 

From Carl heinrich von 

heineken, Recueil d’estampes 

d’après les plus célèbres 

tableaux de la galerie royale 

de Dresde, 2 vols. (dresden: 

hagenmüller, 1753 and 1757)
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Dedicating the Hofkirche to the Holy Trinity could be seen as almost ecumenical, 

a dogma shared by both confessions. However, the Protestant public soon perceived 

the purpose of the royal chapel that was being built—that is, the Catholic conver-

sion of Saxony by the head of state and through architecture, sculpture, painting, 

music, liturgy, and the presentation of relics, all merging into a theatrum sacrum of 

propaganda fide.16 In 1741, the local anti-papist resistance against the Italian master 

builder Chiaveri, his imported workmen, his Roman and Borrominesque archi-

tectural style, and the Hofkirche’s Catholic decoration program culminated in a 

pamphlet attributed to the clerk Johann Christian Simon entitled Bedencken eines 

Baumeisters über den neuen Kirchenbau zu Dresden.17 Simon’s xenophobic, clas-

sicist, and Protestant polemic condemned Chiaveri’s obscurantist, theatrical, and 

offensive design—“so foolish and gothic”—as an import of Roman Catholic sacred 

architecture and thus as an expression of religious propaganda.18

By 1751, animosities had subsided somewhat; nevertheless, when the Hofkirche 

was inaugurated that year, on the feast day of Saints Peter and Paul, the event 

occurred under military surveillance, as a precaution.19 In a panegyric, the publisher 

Johann Samuel Gerlach praised the controversial Hofkirche as a new temple of 

Solomon, as a “conflation of the most intelligent building maxims,” and as a sacred 

building after Italy’s model, the patria magnificentissimorum templorum. Because 

it was “a Catholic court temple on Evangelical soil” that respected “the high right 

to the private nature of faith,” it did not offend, but actually inspired admiration.20 

Gerlach’s paean suggests that the Hofkirche still needed to be justified.

Maria Josepha’s Jesuitism

Augustus III’s Catholicism not only was shaped by the Jesuit pietas austriaca (that is, 

Habsburg’s Catholicism), which Augustus had experienced at the Viennese court, 

Fig. 2.

Bernardo Bellotto  

(italian, 1721–80)

View of the Hofkirche, 1748, 

oil on canvas, 133 × 235 cm 

(52 3 ⁄8 × 911 ⁄2 in.) 

dresden, staatliche 

Kunstsammlungen dresden, 

gemäldegalerie alte meister

gal. no. 608
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but also was strongly reinforced by the faith of the queen, Maria Josepha of Austria. 

In Dresden, she, together with the Jesuit priest Guarini, probably determined the 

Hofkirche’s iconographic program. In addition to the statues, it included lateral 

paintings by Mengs, which were dedicated to the queen’s namesake saintly patrons 

Mary and Joseph in 1750. The altar paintings in the queen’s private chapel were 

temporarily an Assumption by Louis de Silvestre as well as Garofalo’s Raphaelesque 

Mary Adoring the Child (1517), the iconography of which includes the instruments 

of Christ’s Passion and the sword transfixing the soul, which seem to encourage 

Ignatian exercises.21 In the same way, Polidoro da Lanciano’s Assumption in the pub-

lic Catholic chapel at the Hubertusburg made the queen’s devotion for her epony-

mous patron manifest.22

As her confessor, Anton Hermann, pointed out in a posthumous memorial 

writing issued in 1766, Maria Josepha was especially devoted to the Virgin Mary 

and Joseph, the archangel Michael, Saint Augustine (in honor of the king), and 

Saint Francis Xavier, a founder of the Jesuit order—the image of the latter is even 

supposed to have miraculously extinguished an accidental fire in her bedroom.23 

Whereas the king’s contribution to the design and decoration of the Dresden picture 

gallery is mentioned, albeit indirectly and sporadically, in the written sources, there 

are no documents at all recording the queen’s involvement. Indeed, the anecdote 

about Francis Xavier hints at a fundamentally different understanding of images 

and art. According to an inventory compiled in 1741, about 106 paintings decorated 

the queen’s apartments. Some eighty-six of those had religious subjects, of which 

forty-five were representations of Mary, Joseph, other saints, or hermits, and three 

were pictures of Mary Magdalen.24

Augustus’s Interior Gallery as Aesthetic Sancta Sanctorum

In Augustus III’s painting collection, there is no particular preponderance of Jesuit 

iconography. However, the works that were exhibited might have given rise to con-

fessional questions of decorum similar to those relating to the Hofkirche—not so 

much for the Protestant citizens, who barely had access to the royal gallery, but for 

the court and its guests. Italian paintings were, due to the traditional functions of 

art, clearly focused on religious subjects. In Dresden, the installation of paintings in 

both the outer gallery and, until 1750, the inner gallery, mixed not only genres but 

also schools (fig. 3). This meant that sacred and profane subjects would inevitably 

collide, such as a Drunken Hercules with a Supper at Emmaus, or a dentist with a 

Resurrection of Christ.25

Because the Dresden gallery had yet to become a scientific and educational 

establishment, residual functional connotations of a moral and religious nature 

were probably not entirely eradicated, especially considering that some of the 

purchased pieces, for instance Raphael’s Sistine Madonna (see Henning, fig. 1, 

this volume), had been taken directly from a sacred context. In 1754, most of 

the Italian works in the royal collection were hung in the inner gallery, whereas 

the northern European schools were displayed in the outer gallery. This created 

a kind of aesthetic, Italianate sancta sanctorum in the very heart of the gallery, 
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later perceived by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe as a “sanctuary” or “temple,” 

from which the all-too-profane subjects of Dutch genre painting were barred.26 

The high concentration of Italian sacred paintings in the inner gallery may have 

fostered the neo-Catholic cult of art later in the Romantic period, especially the 

glorification of the Sistine Madonna in August Wilhelm Schlegel’s and Caroline 

Schlegel’s fictive gallery conversation Die Gemählde (The paintings), published 

in 1799.27

The “purification” of the inner gallery in evidence by 1754, which Guarienti car-

ried out by dividing the southern and northern schools and by removing from that 

gallery, as early as 1750, works of art considered to be inferior or from lower genres, 

may hence have been motivated not only by aesthetic and art historical consider-

ations but also by a question of decorum.28 Even so, problematic couplings—for 

instance, of Venus and Mary, Bacchus and Christ, or Ariadne and Mary Magdalen—

could not be avoided within the panoply of Italian painting. These juxtapositions of 

profane and sacred iconography, resulting from the symmetrical pendant hanging, 

were, however, aesthetically mitigated through unified frames, formal similarities, 

and common citations from ancient art.

Promiscuity in the Gallery

After the Catholic reform of the arts in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth cen-

turies (as codified, for instance, by Gabriele Paleotti, Giovanni Domenico Ottonelli, 

and Pietro da Cortona), exhibiting erotic paintings in the German-speaking regions 

at the beginning of the eighteenth century was more than simply a new phenom-

enon; it was seen as an Italian import—both of the painting genre as well as of the 

moral problems it created.29 In his encyclopedic treatises on ceremonial and deco-

rum, Julius Bernhard von Rohr sees the blanket hanging of paintings in palaces 

as an Italian fashion and the presentation of saints’ statues as a Catholic habit.30 In 

noble private homes, the once-popular life-size portraits of ancestors and hunting 

scenes were replaced, in the early 1700s, by landscapes, still lifes, and history paint-

ings, along with “shameful, lewd, naked pictures and statues originating in lustful 

Italy and providing the young and the old with titillation and the kindling of evil 

longings and appetites.”31

Fig. 3.

digital reconstruction showing 

the paintings installation as it 

appeared in 1750 at the royal 

gallery in dresden, inner gallery, 

northeastern wall.
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Of course, the paintings’ aesthetic value, not their former liturgical or devo-

tional functions, was the most important factor for collectors. In fact, Augustus III 

did not hesitate to acquire erotic paintings. When Augustus’s art dealer Algarotti 

had to face the question of decorum regarding a larger-than-life but reasonably 

modest Venus by Lorenzo Pasinelli, Algarotti’s answer was pragmatic: he had no 

reservations about the purchase, especially because the king did not seem to want 

to become pope—and, in any event, the pope himself owned much more naked art 

in the Vatican.32 Similarly, a Calvinist like Landgrave William VIII of Hessen-Kassel, 

who favored Dutch paintings, would not pass up a ”papist” painting, for instance 

one by Peter Paul Rubens, if he judged it to be of high artistic value.33

Still, religious iconography could conflict with the artistic functions of the paint-

ings. In 1748, Dresden art collector and writer Christian Ludwig von Hagedorn went 

as far as asking if it was tenable to have Catholic paintings reproduced by Protestant 

printmakers, as if it was a question of being able to translate the original image or 

the holy scriptures accurately.34 In 1752, French art critic Étienne La Font de Saint-

Yenne tried to explain the recent and, to his mind, regrettable success of Dutch 

genre paintings by pointing out not only that bourgeois collectors’ apartments 

did not have room for large Italian formats but also that, because of their mostly 

religious nature, Italian paintings were, unfortunately, often not very heureux or 

intéressants.35 Augustus III seems to have given some attention to the question of 

decorum in the gallery, as can be gleaned from the royal instruction of 1741, which 

defined the duties of the eclectic court painter Dietrich: for the sum of four hundred 

Reichsthaler he had to hand in, among other things, four paintings a year for the 

gallery, depicting “spiritual stories.” While the choice of subject was left to Dietrich, 

the pictures had to be painted with “diligence and artfulness,” “failing which, the 

indecent pieces would be returned.”36

Bedroom Pictures

The picture gallery was connected to the royal castle through a long corridor and 

was, strictly speaking, part of the royal apartments; hence, it has to be seen as the 

royal apartments’ representative adornment.37 For reasons of decorum, in early 

modern times decorations were normally chosen to correspond to the functions 

of the rooms. Therefore, in terms of the paintings selected, the same conventions 

probably applied to decorating the apartments as to decorating the gallery. In his 

chambre de parade (royal parade bedroom)—the ceremonial core of the apart-

ments—Augustus III displayed only two paintings: a Mother of God by Carlo Dolci, 

no longer identifiable (see figure 4 for a related painting), and a copy of Correggio’s 

Mary Magdalen, thought to be the master’s original at the time and lost since 1945 

(fig. 5).38 A pious Virgin Mary and an erotic Magdalen would have satisfied the 

conventional decorum and the supposed functions of a chambre de parade. They 

also would have hinted, by their specific combination, at the virtuousness of 

Augustus III’s known passion for art and his preference for Italian paintings with 

religious subjects. The two paintings hanging in the chambre de parade offered a 

stylistic and iconographic demonstration not only of the king’s connoisseurship 
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and his appreciation of Italian art of the cinquecento and seicento but also of his 

Catholic piousness.

Ottonelli and Cortona argued that Correggio’s genius was inclined to both 

indecent and pious works, as demonstrated, for example, by his Mary Magdalen; 

similarly, in the Dresden picture gallery one can observe a striking and perhaps 

problematic concentration of representations of Mary Magdalen, an Italian and 

Counter-Reformation subject in which both spiritual and artistic values merge.39 

Correggio’s original Mary Magdalen probably dates from 1527 and is today con-

sidered lost. Out of the numerous copies the grand dukes of Tuscany ordered from 

Alessandro Allori and his pupils, one copy was given as a present to twelve-year-old 

Princess Leonora d’Este in 1609 when she entered the Clarissan convent of Carpi. 

It was a painting on copper, a “Mary Magdalen in the desert,” “which comes from 

Correggio, by Bronzino’s hand” that, thanks to the silver frame decorated with semi-

precious stones, can be identified as the painting that joined the Galleria Estense, 

probably in the 1620s, and then, in 1746, came to Dresden with Augustus III’s spec-

tacular purchase of the collection’s one hundred best paintings.40

The Maddalenina del Correggio (see fig. 5), as Guarienti called her, hung in 

Augustus’s bedroom from 1750 at the latest and was considered the king’s favor-

ite painting.41 Together with Correggio’s Nativity (also known as La Notte, or The 

Night) it had already been the high point of gallery visits in Modena.42 Accordingly, 

the first volume of Carl Heinrich von Heineken’s Recueil d’estampes d’après les plus 

célèbres tableaux de la galerie royale de Dresde (Collection of etchings after the most 

famous paintings of the royal gallery at Dresden), published in 1753, opens with a 

full-scale reproduction of the Magdalen, along with other works by Correggio.43 

As Heineken writes in the accompanying text, the Este appreciated the painting so 

much that they took it with them in their traveling coach whenever they left their 

residence. This was being reported as early as 1740 in Charles de Brosses’ travel 

reports, which, however, contradict Heineken’s assertion that the Este kept the 

painting “in their own room.” Much more central to Heineken’s argument was to 

prove Augustus III’s sophistication, as evidenced by his appreciation of that world-

famous masterpiece of the Italian Renaissance: the king, who now owned that paint-

ing, tended to it with no less care than its previous owner; it had been taken to the 

royal apartment, kept behind glass, and placed in a new frame that could be locked, 

as Heineken emphasizes.

Johann Anton Riedel’s diary, which documents the consequences of the 

Prussian occupation of Dresden, indicates that Correggio’s Mary Magdalen was 

accorded the most scrupulous attention. When the Prussians attacked on 29 August 

1756, the first safety measure that gallery superintendent Riedel took was to hand 

the Mary Magdalen “hanging in His Majesty’s bedroom” to the queen.44 When 

the queen died on 17 November 1757, Prince Frederick Christian (1722–63) took 

into his custody the key to the gallery as well as Correggio’s Mary Magdalen. The 

painting also received special conservational care: on 4 September 1758, the same 

day that the surrender of Dresden was signed, Riedel received the royal order to 

ship the gallery’s paintings to the Königstein fortress. He had individual transport 

boxes made for both Raphael’s Sistine Madonna and Correggio’s Mary Magdalen. 

Fig. 4.

school of Carlo dolci  

(italian, 1616–86)

Virgin Mary, date unknown, 

oil on canvas, 77 × 61.5 cm 

(30 3 ⁄8 × 24 1 ⁄4 in.)

dresden, staatliche 

Kunstsammlungen dresden, 

gemäldegalerie alte meister, 

gal. no. 511

Fig. 5.

alessandro allori  

(italian, 1535–1607)  

after Correggio (italian,  

ca. 1489–1534)

The Penitent Magdalen, date 

unknown, oil on canvas,  

29 × 39 cm (11 1 ⁄2 × 15 3 ⁄8 in.); 

frame: silver with semi- 

precious stones

Painting: lost since 1945; 

frame: dresden, grünes 

gewölbe (united here in a 

digital reconstruction)
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That “spiritual and precious work” with its “figure wholly divine,” which shakes the 

soul, as Heineken writes, was staged by Augustus III as a relic from Italy’s cultural 

heyday.45 Framed in a precious ostensorium, which, in turn, was behind glass and 

locked-off, the Palladium of Dresden epitomized the transfer both of good taste and 

of Catholicism from Italy to Saxony.

The Eroticism of Faith

However, Correggio’s “Catholic nymph” was not the first such depiction of the 

Magdalen to arrive in Dresden. The scantily clad Mary Magdalen (fig. 6) attributed 

to Francesco Baratta, a pupil of Bernini’s, was arguably moved from a garden into 

the Hofkirche, where it served as pendant figure to Francesco Mochi’s Saint John 

the Baptist. As an example of the eroticization of contrition, Paolo Pagani’s tender 

female apostle in the desert (fig. 7) resembles a bathing Venus: Pagani shows the 

Magdalen doing penance with a skull between her legs and embracing the cross, 

with Cupid sitting by her side and offering her beets.46

After Augustus III acquired the Este collection—that is, after Correggio’s 

Maddalenina arrived in Dresden—he actively purchased depictions of Mary 

Magdalen. Like the two paintings in the royal bedroom, they can be divided into 

two stylistic categories: on the one hand, sensually cooled-down pseudo-portraits 

that comply with the aesthetic precepts of the Counter-Reformation, which are in 

the vein of Guido Reni’s Mary (see figure 4) and, on the other hand, more erotic, 

full-length figures in the tradition of Correggio’s original Mary Magdalen.

A bust of Mary Magdalen deep in thought by Reni’s pupil Giovan Francesco 

Gessi and a virginal, intellectual Mary Magdalen by the pastel painter Rosalba 

Carriera (fig. 8), whom Augustus III appreciated so much, belong to the first 

category.47 Carriera’s Mary Magdalen was acquired for Augustus by his art agent 

Algarotti, who clearly recognized the taste of the court: for example, the influen-

tial prime minister and art collector Count Heinrich von Brühl owned a Mary 

Magdalen by Francesco Trevisani and had it reproduced as an etching in his own 

Heineken Recueil in 1754.48 Another clue to the the sensually reduced treatment of 

religious subjects lies in the way court artist Rotari painted a rapt Mary Magdalen 

(fig. 9) for Augustus III. His blushing saint slightly eroticizes Reni’s model, but at 

the same time she distances herself from the earthly nudes of, for example, Guido 

Cagnacci by placing her hand on her velvety breast and thereby sublimating her 

sensuality as inner feeling.49

In addition to staged representations (such as Marc Antonio Franceschini’s 

self-flagellating courtesan, who renounces vanitas), several other important works 

found their way into the gallery following Correggio’s more erotic Mary Magdalen 

in spirit.50 Dietrich’s copy on copper, lost since 1945, was at the Hubertusburg, 

Augustus III’s hunting castle in 1755 to 1756 and was integrated into the Dresden pic-

ture gallery in 1761.51 Shortly after the capitulation of Dresden in 1756, Frederick II 

(1712–86), king of Prussia, asked to visit the picture gallery. After several tours of the 

gallery, he had Dietrich make a copy of Pompeo Batoni’s Mary Magdalen (fig. 10) 

for his own royal collection in Potsdam—“but without the skull”—as a substitute for 

Fig. 6.

Francesco Baratta (italian,  

ca. 1600–1666)

Saint Mary Magdalen, 

seventheenth century, marble 

dresden, Katholische hofkirche

Fig. 7.

Paolo Pagani (italian,  

ca. 1661–1716)

The Penitent Magdalen,  

ca. 1680, oil on canvas, 115 × 

149 cm (45 3 ⁄8 × 58 3 ⁄4 in.)

dresden, staatliche 

Kunstsammlungen dresden, 

gemäldegalerie alte meister, 

gal. no. 648
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Fig. 8.

rosalba Carriera  

(italian, 1675–1757)

Mary Magdalen with a Book, 

after 1783 (?), pastel  

on paper, 57 × 46.5 cm 

(22 1 ⁄2 × 18 3 ⁄8 in.)

dresden, staatliche 

Kunstsammlungen dresden, 

gemäldegalerie alte meister, 

gal. no. P61

Fig. 9.

Pietro rotari (italian, 1707–62)

The Penitent Magdalen,  

ca. 1753–55, oil on canvas,  

45.5 × 35 cm (18 × 13 7⁄8 in.)

dresden, staatliche 

Kunstsammlungen dresden, 

gemäldegalerie alte meister, 

gal. no. 599

Fig. 10.

Pompeo Batoni  

(italian, 1708–87)

The Penitent Magdalen, 

before 1754, oil on canvas,  

121 × 188 cm (47 5 ⁄8 × 74 in.)

lost since 1945
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Correggio’s Maddalenina, which was being kept under lock and key.52 Clearly, even 

the king of Prussia seems to have had a weakness for the subject, considering that 

in 1786 there were six Magdalens in his gallery, including a copy after a painting in 

the Dresden gallery by Adriaen van der Werff.53

A Catholic Mary Magdalen in a Protestant Wilderness

In 1752, the young Mengs, then holder of a royal scholarship in Rome, painted a 

Mary Magdalen (fig. 11) for Augustus III explicitly as a competing ”companion” to 

Correggio’s Madgalen (it was also a reception piece for the Accademia di San Luca). 

In doing so, he was aiming for strategic emulation: by trying to imitate and sur-

pass that painting—which, for the Catholic art collector, embodied the official and 

canonized ideal—the convert Mengs fulfilled the aesthetic expectations associated 

with his appointment as court painter in 1751. In that position, he would achieve 

the transfer of good taste from Italy to Saxony and also contribute to the elector’s 

reconfessionalization policy.54 In his letters, published in 1763, Bianconi reports that 

Augustus III appreciated Mengs’s Mary Magdalen so much that he kept it in his 

bedroom together with its model, although he used to say that Mengs’s Magdalen 

did not seem to be fully and truly repentant yet.55

In light of the extraordinary number of Magdalen paintings and the concentra-

tion of Catholic iconography in Augustus III’s art collection, the question arises 

as to how their erotic and religious ambivalence should be read in the context of 

Dresden. Since the sixteenth century, the female nude had testified to the potency 
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of painting, and over the course of Catholic reform the eroticism of pictures could 

not only continue to exist under the fig leaf of female saint iconography but even be 

justified as a means to the end of confessionalization.56 Correggio’s Mary Magdalen 

thus appears not only as the pearl of the Dresden collection, but also—in the com-

pany of her sisters—as an ambivalent, ”anamorphotic” icon of Augustus’s taste. She 

satisfied two diametrically opposed needs: the art collector’s sensual-aesthetic ones 

as well as the Catholic monarch’s ones for representation and decorum.

Finally, it is tempting to flip the initial question: was the Dresden Gallery 

”crypto-Catholic”—or was Augustus III’s Catholicism ”crypto-aesthetic”? Just as, 

according to Bianconi, Catholic court chapels were “a kind of sacred theater,” the 

gallery resembles a panopticon of Catholic iconography.57 The picture gallery, espe-

cially the Hofkirche, could be understood as a ”private” art space within the castle 

complex—that is, as a semipublic space representing the personal aesthetic and 

religious views of the ruler, who was aiming for a reconversion of the Saxon elites 

to Catholicism through the enjoyment of art. Conversely, Correggio’s Maddalenina 

could be seen as documenting an aesthetic, proto-Romantic Catholicism on the 

part of Augustus, who converted as a young man in Italy and never forgot the Italian 

culture of art and pageantry. In fact, throughout his life Augustus tried to trans-

fer that italianità to Saxony and to replicate it in Dresden as in a second, artificial 

Venice. Catholic faith would hence have been communicated to him through Italian 

Fig. 11.

anton raphael mengs  

(german, 1728–79)

The Penitent Magdalen, 1752, 

oil on canvas, 47.5 × 63.5 cm 

(18 3 ⁄4 × 25 in.)

dresden, staatliche 

Kunstsammlungen, 

gemäldegalerie alte meister, 

gal. no. 2162
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art and, later, would somehow have found an ideal reliquary in the Dresden gallery. 

The picture gallery would hence emerge as a space of memory, where a ”religion of 

art” was possible—that is, both a faith in art and an artificial faith—and Correggio’s 

icon would appear as a Catholic Mary Magdalen in a Protestant wasteland.
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